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ABSTRACT
In today's environment of competitive business, the level of satisfaction of the requirements of the market is an increasingly more important element for organization to be effective. For this reason, each enterprise has its culture which provides the basis for the recognition of behavior in it and one of the key factors for its success. In the literature we often encounter the culture in terms of environment in which enterprises operate, but often the object of our study was the culture in the society. However, the culture can be discussed in the context of its impact on an enterprise, and that in essence it does not differ from the discussion of culture in the society. Also the in an enterprise is based on certain values and norms.

Since studies have shown that companies that have been successful in the market for a long time have had a strong organizational culture but also adaptable, we will try that through this paper to analyze how culture affects on an enterprise, giving the fact that culture has a significant impact, both on the organizational effectiveness of competitive advantage or as a controlling and integrated mechanism in a business organization. We will also understand how organizational culture can facilitate but also prevent changes in organizations with an enterprise culture, and those organizations with a rigid culture such as bureaucratic organizations.

Through this work we aim to answer several research questions related to organizational culture in an enterprise, with a special emphasis in Kosovo. The main purpose of this paper is to show which factors affect organizational culture, as we view the organizational culture, as a whole of values, traditions, norms, standards of conduct, and common expectations within an enterprise. To achieve this goal we stop pause to review the factors that influence organizational culture in an enterprise, and finally to identify the impact of dimensions of organizational culture on the organizational effectiveness in enterprises in Kosovo.
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Introduction

Organizational culture is important resource of the control when exists at workers a cohesive force and all are focused at what’s the best for the enterprise. Managers at the enterprise through values and norms control the results. Values are believes and ideas for the type of goals that members of one society should follow as well as for the type of behavior that people should apply to fulfill their intentions. While norms are written rules or instructions to fulfill intentions within the enterprise. Except the values and norms it is necessary also the socializing within the enterprise which presents a process through which the new employees learn values and norms of the enterprise and gain knowledge for needed organizational behavior for effective realization in the enterprise.
Therefore in reality we notice that organizational structure influences in productivity and performance of the enterprise and gives instructions for client care and service, quality of product and security, frequenting and punctuality as well as concern for environment. She also lies in producing methods, marketing and commercials practices and also in creating of new product.

So the main goal of our study is studying of organizational culture in enterprise having traversed organizational culture and its dimensions as sustainability, compatibility, mission and involvement which are unique for every enterprise and organizational effectively in enterprises in Kosova.

MEANING AND IMPORTANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE

Organizational culture present altogether of values, norms, behavior standards and common expectations which control manner how individuals or groups in one enterprise communicate between each other and work for realizing of goals of organization. Therefore the organizational culture within the enterprise is perception of employees and the manner how this perception creates models of trust, values and expectations. This type of control is not external as direct supervision or procedures and rules but despite the workers in internal manner in the enterprise built organizational values and norms which they trust and with them they lead actions and decisions. As it people behave in society with harmony with norms of social behavior for ex. Norms that people pay at the supermarket they should stay on the line so also the workers in one enterprise know the importance and the power of norms.

Organizational culture is the environment at the workplace established by the interaction of employees in the workplace. Organizational culture is defined by life experiences, strengths, weaknesses, and education and so on of the employees. While executives play a major role in determining the organizational culture by their actions and leadership, all employees contribute to organizational culture. Organizational culture values and behaviors that contribute to the unique social and psychological environment of an organization.

![Figure 4. Conceptual model and their influence in organizational effectiveness](image)
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Organizational culture includes expectations of an organization, experience, philosophy, and values they carry along, and express the self-image of its inner works, interactions with the outside world, and future expectations. It is based on shared attitudes, beliefs, customs and written and unwritten rules that have been developed over time and are considered valid. Named also the corporate culture, it is shown in:

1. Manner how the organization directs its business, treats its employees, clients and the wide community,
2. The extent to which is allowed the freedom in decision making, developing of new ideas and in personal expression,
3. How the power and information flows through its hierarchy, and
4. How are employees engaged towards collective goals?

Definitions regarding organizational culture we encounter since the last century when Homans, 1950: that evaluate in work groups as for example the certain norms of “honest daily work for a right daily payment” which evaluated at the Bank Wiring Room by the studies of the Hauthorn”. Author Tagiuri and Litwin, 1968 emphasize that: \textsuperscript{155} “Sense or climate that is transmitted to an enterprise by the physical structure and how members of that organization interact with customers or other persons outside”.

Schein, 1968, Van 1979, Ritti and Funkhouser, 1982: \textsuperscript{156} “Rules of the game for protection of good relations in the enterprise” Specialized procedures or details” that a newly comer should learn to become accepted member”. Ouchi, 1981; Pascale and Athos, 1981: “Philosophy that leads politics of one organization towards employees and/or clients”. While authors Deal and Kennedy, 1982 emphasize: \textsuperscript{157} “Dominant values supported by an enterprise, such as product quality and leadership”.

Safford, 1988; \textsuperscript{158} Weick, 1976 “Organizational culture processes of reasoning leads the way organizations need to adapt to the external environment and therefore entails strategy development process”.

Schein, 1985 emphasizes that: \textsuperscript{159} “is a model of common base supposing that group learned after it solved the problems of external adaption and internal integration that well functioned sufficiently to be considered valuable and therefore to teach new members the right manner to percept, think and feel regarding these problems”.

**SOME KEY DIMENSIONS OF CULTURAL ORGANIZATIONS**

Some key dimensions of culture may vary from one company to another in some aspects: \textsuperscript{160}
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1. Individual Initiative: the degree of responsibility, freedom and independence that have individuals.
2. Risk Tolerance: the degree to which individuals are encouraged to be innovative and take risks.
3. Leadership: the degree to which the organization creates clear objectives and goals.
4. Integration: where units within the enterprise level are encouraged to operate in a coordinated manner.
5. Contact management: the extent to which managers provide clear communication, assistance and support for dependents.
6. Control: a set of rules and laws and the degree of direct supervision that is used to observe and control the behavior of workers.
7. Remuneration system based on the criteria and results of employees.
8. Communication: organization level where communication is limited by a formal hierarchy of command.
9. The margin of conflict: the degree to which employees are able to cope in an open conflict.

If we have a strong culture within the enterprise then she is accepted by all members and should provide motivation and clearance of goals for easier achievement of general goal at the enterprise. Culture is important part of the conflict and solving of conflict. Cultures are as hidden rivers that walk through the life and our relationships and give us the message that create our perceptions, attributes, judgments and ideas of our own and the others. Even though the cultures are powerful often in irresponsible way influence the conflict and efforts for its resolving in invisible way.

The business culture is a problem that usually is neglected by us. Characteristics of small business in Kosova make them oriented towards short-term profit, without long-term vision that often influences for worst in profit and long-term performance. Business culture presents the manner of organizing, planning, control and behavior of the organization in certain situation.

IMPACT OF ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE IN ENTERPRISE - CASE STUDY KOSOVO

With increasing of the development level of society in Kosova by one side and with increase of variability level in business organizations managers are seeking continuously new ways to generate commitment of the employees in organizational changes; named generation and the use of competitive advantages in a complex and variable market of work. The impact of organizational culture in the enterprise is the longest process of raising the quality of employees, because it often requires a change in philosophy and, consequently, lifestyle and culture. In fact, the globalization of the economy is one of the main characteristics of today's world and the borders between countries in the global economy disappeared, to put it mildly, are disappearing rapidly, increasing the diversity of employees, who come from countries with cultures different, so recognizing the culture of co-workers, and in particular the users and adapting their behavior is essential for a successful business.

The typical entrepreneur usually does not try to define a "culture" for the company he raises, as in most cases entrepreneurship is himself. The literature defines this situation as "entrepreneurial organizational culture", which is characterized by large doses of charisma and manipulation. Professional manager strives to create a defined company culture based on the values of the company on the one hand and on
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the other hand commercial purposes. Each company has its own special culture which provides the basis for the recognition of behaviors and a key factor in its success.

Different sectors have different sensitiveness towards requests and the decrease of the buying power. None of the managing activities cannot give expected effects if a condition in which system functions which is the object of managing is not studied.\(^{162}\)

Special attention by different researchers in different times took studying of organizational culture and its impact at organizational changes, different studies emphasize that compatibility between the effort for change and the culture is very important criteria to achieve success at the enterprise. In a way that efforts for change get argument being able to bring new forms of culture knowledge and to change culture context in mutual relationship based to some studies of recent times some researchers concluded that organizational culture is determining factor in performance and capability of one organization to realize with success the new process as well as generating of the commitment and improving the performance. Measurements which we made regarding organizational culture were based on dimensions presented by Denison (1990)\(^{163}\), Mishra and Denison (1995)\(^{164}\), and Fey and Denison (2003)\(^{165}\), which divide organizational culture in four characteristics as:

- **Adaptability**, to understand organizational capacity change in response to external conditions, creating adaptable changes, the focus of the enterprise to the consumer trying to predict customer needs in the future, organizational learning where the organization translates and interprets signals from the environment into opportunities.
- **Sustainability**, the existence of organizational systems that promote efficient structure, coordination and integration, the ability to deal in critical cases for the enterprise, and core values of the members of the enterprise as a sense of identity.
- **Involving**, to understand the dedication of employees at work, responsibilities in running the company and sufficient information. Enterprise investment on developing the skills of employees to maintain competitiveness and meet the needs of business, team orientation toward the values of teamwork and achievement of common goals, as well as the empower for every employee to have the authority and initiative to manage his own work.
- **Mission**, to understand if employees know where this enterprise is going, if it has strategically direction the enterprise that gives full meaning to the goal and direction beyond long-term vision and satisfaction at work as well as about goals and understandable and measurable objectives to test the progress of the enterprise.

The data show that the four variables affect positively to organizational effectiveness. Independent variables are adaptability, durability, mission and involvement while the dependent variable is organizational effectiveness. Biggest impact belongs to variable “sustainability” using the method of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and through the evaluation of the model of linear regression we present these results in the below shoved scheme in figure 2.
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Thereby we confirmed that the clear influence of organizational culture (adaptability, consistency, mission and involvement) in organizational effectively. By received data on the above shown figure we can see clearly that for every increasing unit in independent variable “adaptability” increases with 4% hanging variable “organizational effectively”. While for every increasing unit of the variable “sustainability” we have increasing impact from 7% in organizational effectively. Also with variable “involvement” for every increase unit of this variable we have positive impact from 6% in organizational effectively. The last one for every increase unit the variable “mission” impact in organizational effectively is increased for 4.4%.

As a conclusion, organizational culture (adaptability, sustainability, mission and involvement) affect positively to the effectiveness of the enterprise this hypothesis is confirmed. This hypothesis is confirmed because of positive relationships with organizational effectiveness, with independent variables increase organizational effectiveness or increase the dependent variable of the study. All independent variables show consistency in their testing but was observed from the data that the sustainability dimension of organizational culture has a greater impact on organizational effectiveness. The goal of this study is the influence of organizational culture relationships and its dimensions (adaptability, mission, involvement, and sustainability) in organizational effectiveness of enterprises in Kosovo. Even according to Gillespie and Denison (2007), Saffold, (1988), and Denison (1990), the sustainability of an organization refers to the values and beliefs that promote harmonization and real efficiency, thus organizations are more stable and integrated by providing a safer organizational effectiveness. 166

**CONCLUSIONS**

As a conclusion of this study we can conclude that the influence of organizational culture in the enterprise is very important in managing of the quality as a complete system of norms, values, performance, socializing and elements that determine a characterized system at the enterprise. Certain types of cultures are more ready and inclined for change that is requested by time. Even though request to describe a certain culture or to identify possible fields that are connected with initiatives of change. This study is focused in studying of organizational structure and its influence at the enterprise in particular in enterprises of Kosovo, which are part of perceptual perspective, what makes visible the

level of difficulty of their measurement in relation to elements of objective perspective. Therefore we can say that the culture of one organization influences in direct manner in all aspects of one business including financial performance and effectively of business process, while some other researches feel skeptical regarding the relationship between organizational structure and performance cause of the lack of convincing evidence.

At the end in a way that the influence at the enterprise to be more effective and sure we will mention three most important features of organizational culture. First the organizational culture should be valuable influencing in providing profitable activities at the enterprise or on other elements that provide organizational effectively. Second the organizational structure should be unique within each enterprise ensuring that values, norms, socializing not to constrain the culture of the other but to enable diversity and competition of values within the enterprise. Third in any form the culture of one organization cannot be imitated in perfect way by other organizations even though one manager may wish to build a new preferred and perfect culture that cannot be achieved because the hidden or visible factors that contribute are many.

At the end of this study we can freely conclude that cultures are dynamic and that they change increasing gradually and in continuous way, in respond to external and internal changes. Therefore to give evaluation for organizational culture and its influence in enterprise is complicated in reality in which we are today.
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